Inaugural Atlantis Paradise Island CME Conference

Escape to Paradise this Winter at our Newest Conference!

Atlantis Paradise Island Resort
BAHAMAS

Amazing $189 Room Rate!

LIMITED AVAILABILITY – BOOK TODAY!
http://www.AtlantisConference.com/rooms

Presented by the Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine
Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine is approved by the Council on Podiatric Medical Education as a provider of Continuing Education in Podiatric Medicine. Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine has approved this activity for a maximum of 22+ continuing education contact hours.
**SCHEDULE**

Please Note Start Time! Registration Starts at 7:00 a.m.
Tentative Schedule, Subject to Change

**FRIDAY, FEB. 3, 2017**
Total Day CME 9h 20m
(7:30 a.m. – 6:20 p.m.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM Sign in</th>
<th>4 CME Credit Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM Sign in</td>
<td>5h 20m CME Credit Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dealing with Common Forefoot Deformities: Decision Making in 2017**

- **Arthroplasty, arthrodesis, or implant: Which, when, why?** - **Duane Ehredt, DPM**
- **Hammer toe surgery: What do outcome studies tell us to tell our patients?** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Morton's neuroma: Can imaging studies assist in diagnosis?** - **Larry Osher, DPM**
- **Interdigital neuroma: How much non-operative care is “enough”?** - **Duane Ehredt, DPM**
- **Morton's neuroma: Should you remove or release?** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Painful 2nd MPJ, evaluation and current concepts** - **Jeff Shook, DPM**

**BREAK WITH EXHIBITORS**

- Practical considerations for the treatment of sub-metatarsal 2 pain - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- The role of diagnostic imaging for the evaluation of plantar plate rupture - **Larry Osher, DPM**
- Lesser metatarsal osteotomy for plantar metatarsalgia - **Jeff Shook, DPM**

**Friday Keynote Address**

“Angiogenesis: What does the future hold as the lower extremity healing evolves?” - **William Li, MD**

**LUNCH ON OWN**

**Symposium 1st Ray Pathology**

- Radiographic parameters in 1st ray surgery, are they reliable? - **Larry Osher, DPM**
- Effective documentation considerations before and after bunion surgery - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- Decision making in bunion surgery - **Jeff Shook, DPM**
- When do I do distal metatarsal osteotomies? - **Duane Ehredt, DPM**
- Proximal osteotomies versus the Lapidus procedure in management of bunion deformities - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- Fixation principles in bunion surgery - **Jeff Shook, DPM**
- 1st MPJ arthrodesis or implant arthroplasty? - **Duane Ehredt, DPM**
- Techniques for more effective 1st MPJ arthrodesis - **Charles Zelen, DPM**
- Hallux limitus in the “tweeter” patient - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- Is it a complication, sequela, or procedure failure in forefoot surgery? - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**

**Practice Enhancement 2017**

- Practice management overview - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**

**TOPICS OF INTEREST**

- Radiography and safety - **Larry Osher, DPM**
- Wound care - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- Injections - **Jeff Shook, DPM**
- Orthotics - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**

**Saturday Reception**

Sponsored by **QCPM Foundation**

(6:30 – 7:30 p.m.)

**SATURDAY, FEB. 4, 2017**
Total Day CME 9.5 Hours
(7:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM Sign in</th>
<th>4h 30m CME Credit Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM Sign in</td>
<td>5h CME Credit Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Evaluation and Treatment of Diabetes and Pedal Manifestations**

- **Onychomycosis in the diabetic patient: Pills, paint, or palliate?** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Radiology of the diabetic foot** - **Larry Osher, DPM**
- **Motor neuropathy: Common but commonly unappreciated** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Diagnostic studies in diabetic neuropathy: What and when?** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Office based management of diabetic neuropathy** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Is the ulcer infected? Practical considerations in clinical** - **Jeff Shook, DPM**
- **Elective surgery in the diabetic patient.** - **Duane Ehredt, DPM**

**BREAK WITH EXHIBITORS**

**Saturday Keynote Address**

“Expediting wound healing: strategies for speeding the resolution of diabetic foot ulceration, the science behind Dermal Allograft and Bilayer Amnion Membrane grafts” - **Dennis Orgil, MD, PhD**

- **Antibiotic selection in diabetic foot infections** - **Allen Jacobs, DPM**
- **Radiographic evaluation in musculoskeletal infections** - **Larry Osher, DPM**

**LUNCH ON OWN**
(Saturday schedule continued on page after next)
PART II

- Surgical management of diabetic foot infections. - Jeff Shook, DPM
- Hemoglobin A1c: When is surgery safe to perform? - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Charcot or Charcot with infection: Musculoskeletal imaging; presentation of several case vignettes for discussion
  - Larry Osher, DPM
- Charcot Neuroarthropathy: Historical perspective - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Charcot Neuroarthropathy: Conservative and medical management - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Charcot Neuroarthropathy: Surgical management overview. - Jeff Shook, DPM
- Documentation and legal issues in the treatment of the diabetic ulcer and charcot - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Dermal reconstruction in foot and ankle defects - Jeff Shook, DPM
- Examining the role of HBOT and advanced wound care in the management of diabetic ulcers/ wounds
  - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Fracture healing and bone healing in the diabetic patient - Jeff Shook, DPM
- Discuss and Round Table

SATURDAY, FEB. 4, 2017

(Continued)

SUNDAY, FEB. 5, 2017

(8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.)

Total Day - 4h CME Credit Hours

RISK MANAGEMENT

- Captain of the ship: How do lawyers see your responsibilities as a surgeon? - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Questions and discussions
- Consent forms: Suggestions for better protecting your patient... and you! - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Questions and discussions
- Medical and surgical error. Dealing with a difficult reality. - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Questions and discussions
- How have orthopedic companies influenced the overall approach / treatment of foot and ankle disorders?
  - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Questions and discussions
- Responsibility for medical assistants, students and residents - Jeff Shook, DPM
- Questions and discussions
- Dumb and dumber - Looking at malpractice cases and what went wrong - Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Questions and discussions

General Information - The Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine cannot be held liable for events beyond our control. All information in this brochure is accurate at the time of publication. The final schedule of lecture presentations is subject to change and will be published and distributed the first day of the seminar.

Total CME Credits: 22+
Celebrate the Holiday Season in Walt Disney World!

BACK TO BASICS
Current Practice and Risk Management

WALT DISNEY WORLD
SWAN HOTEL

Florida CME License Renewal Compliant
A Continuing Medical Education Podiatric Conference

PICA is a proud supporter of the 2016 DECEMBER Southeast National Conference Risk Management Program.
https://www.picagroup.com/site/

Amazing $209 Room Rate!

LIMITED AVAILABILITY – BOOK TODAY!
http://www.swandolphin.com/groupres/KSC16/

Presented by the Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine
Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine is approved by the Council on Podiatric Medical Education as a provider of Continuing Education in Podiatric Medicine
Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine has approved this activity for a maximum of 27 continuing education contact hours.

Platinum Sponsor:
OCPM FOUNDATION
2017 Inaugural Atlantis Paradise Island Conference

Paradise Island - Bahamas
February 3-5, 2017

Conference information and Online Registration
http://www.kent.edu/cpm/2017-inaugural-paradise-island-bahamas-cme-program

2017 Southern Exposure Seminar

Great Wolf Lodge - Cincinnati, OH
April 27-30, 2017

Conference information and Online Registration Coming November 2016! Updates will be available at
http://www.kent.edu/cpm/12th-annual-2017-southern-exposure-seminar

2017 Southeast National Conference

*New Date Replacing February Dates*

Walt Disney World Swan Resort - Orlando, FL
December 7-10, 2017

Kristin Savannah
Manager, Continuing Education Programs, CPM
ksavanna@kent.edu
EDUCATIONAL GOALS & OBJECTIVES

FRIDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “Dealing with common forefoot deformities: decision making in 2017”

OBJECTIVES
Hammer toes
- Understanding basic hammertoe pathology
- Proper surgical correction of the hammertoes
- Complication of hammertoe surgery

Neuromas
- Proper diagnosis of neuroma of the foot
- Non surgical treatment options for neuromas
- Surgical pearls for neuroma management
- Discussion of complications of neuroma surgery

Metatarsal Pain
- Proper diagnosis and evaluation of metatarsal pain
- Review of proper imaging techniques for metatarsal pain
- Evaluation of the plantar plate rupture
- Surgical management of metatarsal pain

FRIDAY
FRIDAY KEYNOTE ADDRESS: “Angiogenesis: What does the future hold as lower extremity healing evolves”

OBJECTIVES
- Understanding the basics of angiogenesis
- Review of angiogenesis the foot and ankle
- New techniques in the treatment of foot and ankle disorders

FRIDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “Bunion surgery: Reducing the risk while reducing IM angles”

OBJECTIVES
Evaluation
- Discussion of common practices to evaluate bunions
- Review of IM angle
- Radiologic review of bunions

Surgical Management
- Discussion of correction of high IM angle distally
- Review of Lapidus
- Managing arthritic and bunion deformity
- Surgical review of implant arthroplasty
- Review of fusion technique
- Discussion of complications of bunion surgery

FRIDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “Practice enhancement 2017”

OBJECTIVES
Practice Management
- Discussion and review of MACRA
- Discussion and review of MIPS
- Evaluation of new EMRs
  • What EMRs are up to par
  • What is needed in 2017

SATURDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “The evaluation and treatment of diabetes and vascular disease Part 1”

OBJECTIVES
Tinea Pedis and Onychomycosis
- Diagnosis in the diabetic patient
- Treatment option for the diabetic patient
- Risk factor and complications with treatment in the diabetic patient

Neuropathy
- Discussion and review on diagnosis of neuropathy
- Review of autonomic neuropathy
- Review and diagnosis of motor neuropathy
- Treatment options for neuropathy

Diabetic ulcers
- Proper diagnosis of ulcers
- Imaging studies a review of proper indication for imaging
- Proper technique on clinical evaluation of the diabetic ulcer

SATURDAY
SYMPOSIUM KEYNOTE ADDRESS: “Expediting Wound Healing”

OBJECTIVES
Dermal Grafts
- Discuss the science of dermal grafts
- Discuss the indications for dermal graft
- Explore the histology of dermal grafts

Amnion Grafts
- Discuss the science of amnion
- Discuss the histology of amnion graft
- Discuss the indication of amnion grafts

SATURDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “The evaluation and treatment of diabetes and vascular disease Part 2”

Charcot / Diabetic foot infections
- Review of treatment option for diabetic foot infections
- Review the history of Charcot
- Explore conservative treatment options for charcot
- Review surgical reconstruction of Charcot
  • Internal
  • External fixation
- Discussion of complications of Charcot

Diabetic Foot Ulcer / Advanced therapies
- Review of clinical trials on Allogenic Dermis
- Discuss clinical cases for use of Allogenic Dermis
- Review of clinical trials on Amnion
- Discuss clinical cases for use of Amnion on diabetic foot wounds

SUNDAY
SYMPOSIUM: “You and your practice”

OBJECTIVES
Podiatry Practice Office and OR techniques
- Surgeon responsibilities, discussion on how lawyers see our practice responsibilities
- Review of the surgical consent
- Medical and surgical error, when they happen what to do
- Review of the worst cases and how to handle
- Cybersecurity, a discussion on proper needs in a podiatry practice
- Computer option and discussion on use of computers in a podiatry practice
SPEAKERS

Duane Ehredt, DPM
- Assistant Professor, Department Foot & Ankle Surgery and Biomechanics, Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine, Independence, OH
- Doctorate of Podiatric Medicine, Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine, Independence, OH
- Residency, Podiatric Medicine and Surgery, St. Vincent Charity Medical Center, Cleveland, OH

Larry Osher, DPM
- Professor, Department of Podiatric Medicine, Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine, Independence, Ohio
- Director, Radiology Department, Cleveland Foot & Ankle Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio
- Chairman, Ohio Radiation Generating Equipment Committee, Ohio Department of Health, Columbus, Ohio
- Section Editor, Journal of Foot and Ankle Surgery

Jeff Shook, DPM
- Private Practice, Beckley, WV
- Fellow, American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons
- Specialty, trauma of foot and ankle, diabetic foot reconstruction
- Adjunct Faculty, KSUCPM, Independence, OH

Charles Zelen, DPM
- Doctorate of Podiatric Medicine, California College of Podiatric Medicine, San Francisco, CA
- Residency, Surgical Foot and Ankle, INOVA Fairfax Hospital, Falls Church, VA
- Director, Research and Education, Professional Education and Research Institute, Roanoke, VA
- Podiatry Section Chief, Department of Surgery, Carilion Roanoke Memorial Hospital, Roanoke, VA
- Podiatry Section Chief, Department of Orthopedics, HCA Lewis Gale Hospital, Salem VA
- Board Certified, American Board of Podiatric Surgery, Reconstructive Rearfoot and Ankle Surgery, and American Board of Podiatric Orthopedics and Medicine

Allen Jacobs, DPM
- Diplomate, American Board of Podiatric Surgery
- Fellow, American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons
- Chair, Journal of Foot & Ankle Surgery, Council for Journal Management
- Private Practice, St. Louis, Missouri

William Li, MD
- Doctorate of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA
- Chief Executive Officer, President, Medical Director, and co-founder of the Angiogenesis Foundation
- Director, American College of Wound Healing and Tissue Repair
- Director, Wound Reach Foundation
- Clinical Training, in Internal Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston MA

Dennis Paul Orgil, MD, PhD
- Doctorate of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
- Vice Chair, Department of Surgery, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA
- Medical Director, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA
- Specialty, Plastic Surgery
- Professor, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
Paradise Island, Bahamas Beachtower Hotel

Arrangements have been made with the Beachtower hotel at an amazing rate of $189 per night. For reservations, please call 407-934-4000 and mention the Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine to receive this special rate. You may also book your room on-line at http://www.AtlantisConference.com/rooms. Sleeping room availability is limited and the discount is subject to hotel availability!

Don’t miss out on a wonderful conference and a fun time for the whole family!

Amazing $189 Room Rate!

Make your reservations today!
http://www.kent.edu/cpm/2017-inaugural-paradise-island-bahamas-cme-program
Located in a tropical paradise of its own, the Atlantis Paradise Island Resort is a luxurious and dynamic resort that offers the getaway of a lifetime for every member of your family. Just minutes from the Lynden Pindling International Airport, once you arrive at the Paradise Island Resort, you’ll never need to leave!

Resort features include:

- One-of-a-kind 141-acre waterpark with high speed water slides, 20 swimming areas, and 11 pools
- Private white sand beaches
- Dolphin Cay, a beautiful 14-acres of crystal clear seawater where you can swim with dolphins, go out on a snorkeling adventure in the ruins of Atlantis, or brave a stingray encounter

HOTEL & TRAVEL INFORMATION

- A total of 42 bars, casual and fine dining restaurants, including the celebrity chef restaurant, Nobu.
- Breathtaking marine exhibits
- Championship golf with spectacular ocean views
- Award-winning Mandara Spa
- Live entertainment
- And much more!

Amazing low room rate of $189.00 + tax.
Limited availability, book your rooms today!
Call 1-800-ATLANTIS and ask for the Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine Conference Rate, or visit https://aws.passkey.com/events/15716484/owner/12844514/home to book
WATER ACTIVITIES:

- **Dolphin Cay featuring:**
- **Shallow Water Interaction** – join a playful dolphin in waist-high water for a memorable hug and kiss. Watch their amazing abilities underwater.
- **Deep Water Swim** – swim alongside a dolphin and feel them push you across the water.
- **J R. Ultimate Trainer for a Day** – Work with aquarists feeding fish and sea turtles. Brings your children behind the scenes to learn what it takes to care for over 50,000 sea animals.
- **Ultimate Trainer for a Day** – Work alongside professional animal trainers as you interact with dolphins, sharks and stingrays. A personal photographer will be assigned to capture all of your memories, along with a wetsuit, personal locker, and beach towel provided to you. You’ll also enjoy all-day access to Dolphin Cay’s luxurious private beach.
- **Atlantis Stingray Experience** – hands-on encounter with hundreds of Cownosse stingrays and colorful, tropical fish. Feed rays in a shallow lagoon and snorkel alongside them.
- **Snorkel the Ruins of Atlantis** – this thrilling 60-minute program includes an amazing 30-minute snorkeling adventure amid the sunken ruins and artifacts of the lost city of Atlantis. Home to sleek sharks, spotted rays, 20,000 deep-reef and pelagic fish and more!
- **Dolphin Cay Private Beach Pass**
- **Education Center** – learn all about the coral reef and its animals surrounding you at Paradise Island.

**Aquaventures Water Park featuring:**

- **Leap of Faith Slide** – offers a daring and adventurous 60-foot almost-vertical drop from the top of the world famous and iconic Mayan Temple.
- **The Abyss** – beginning with a 50-foot drop through complete darkness within the Power Tower, this thrilling 200-foot long body slide ends as guests splash through waterfalls and into the Cenote- an underground lair of prehistoric alligator gars and fish.
- **Splashes** – An elaborate mayan themed kids pool and water playground with a maximum depth of 3 foot.
- **6 various water slides** for kids and adults alike!
- **River Rides** – Lazy River and the Current with rolling waves and extreme rapids.
- **20 swimming areas and 11 refreshing and distinctly different pools**
- **White-Sand beaches** and spectacular caribbean views- Every beach at Atlantis has its own unique allure and charm.
- **Private cabana rentals** with personal host that fits up to 6 guests.

**Yacht & Fishing Charters**

- Charter a yacht for the day - week
- Guests of Atlantis may charter a private fishing boat for a 4-hour or 8-hour day trip, offering fishing along with other water activities.

ISLAND TOURS:

- **Rum-Runner’s Passage ( $65 per person )** - Rum-Infused Historical and Culinary Tour to lighten your spirits
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

- **Nassau City Seeker ( $20 per adult, $10 per child )** - Mission: Explore the city of Nassau in 90 minutes or less in the most thrilling scavenger hunt available in the Bahamas!
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

- **Gallery Hop ( $40 per person )** - Art Tours to Explore the vibrant culture of our Island
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

- **Art & Dine ( $55 per person )** - Art and Cuisine Tours to Broaden your Palate
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

- **Bar Hopping, Bootleggers, Bites & Booze! Powered by Bacardi ( $70 per person )** - Step out for an adventure on the town as you bar-hop your way across Downtown Nassau and travel the road walked by the infamous bootleggers of the Prohibition era.
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

- **Bahama Brews ( $60 per person )** - Relish the taste of an array of Nassau's alluring brews and appetizers while diving in to the sensational stories of this former Pirate's Republic and visit the first and only craft brewery in the country!
  US. Toll free: (866)-600-7198
  Bahamas: (242)-698-2708
  Email: atlantisbookings@islandztours.com

ACTIVITIES:

- **Fitness Center**
- Cardio equipment
- Pilates studio
- Strength training machines
- Spinning classes
- Lap Pool and Yoga Pavilion
- Basketball
- Tennis Courts
- Rock Climbing Wall

**Shopping**

- Crystal Court Shops featuring Amici, Cole’s of Nassau, Michael Kors, Gucci, David Yurman, Versace and more
- Escape at the Cover designer boutique
- Atlantis gift shop
- Marina Village – everything you need for a day at the beach, or find luxuries from fine jewelry, watches and clothing to crystal, and everything in between!
- Pro Shop sports apparel

**Earth & Fire Pottery Studio** – paint your own pottery or glass fusing

**Tom Weiskopf- designed Ocean Club Golf Course** – 18-hole park 72 championship course stretches over 7,100 yards

**Entertainment**

- Cain at the Cove - adult-only pool area
- Aura Nightclub
- Atlantis Live concert series
- Atlantis Theatre
- J oker’s Wild – television’s funniest comics
- Eight fine dining restaurants, including Celebrity Chef restaurant, Nobu
- 26 casual and café-style dining options
- Eight bars and lounges for nightlife and dancing, or a drink by the pool
REGISTRATION

Name: ______________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________
City/State/Zip: ________________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________
Phone/Fax: __________________________________________

Registration Fee □ $350

Register for the Welcome Reception –
Friday, Feb. 3, 2017 - 6:30 – 7:30 p.m.

Table:

Weekend Only
□ $200 - Weekend Only (Saturday and Sunday registrant) on
or before 12/2/2016
□ $325 - Weekend Only (Saturday and Sunday registrant)
12/3/2016 through walk in Registration

Alumni Rates □ $275 - KSUCPM Alumni

Early Bird Registration □ $360 - On or Before 12/9/2016
□ $475 - On or After 12/9/2016 *Registrations after 12/9/2016 are
available at registration desk only

Disabled Military (ID required) □ $285

Residents □ $100

$_____________ Total Payment
(Please check all boxes and indicate total payment amount.)

Payment Method (American Express is no longer accepted)
Check (payable to KSUCPM) □ Visa □ MasterCard

Card #: _____________________________________________
Exp. Date:___________________________________________
3 Digit Card Security Code:_____________________________
Name on Card: ________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________

Mail Payment and Registration Form to:
KSUCPM (Attn: Kristin Savannah)
6000 Rockside Woods Blvd.
Independence, OH 44131

Questions? Contact Kristin Savannah at:
216-916-7548 (ph) 800-238-7903 (ph)
216-447-0424 (fax)
ksavanna@kent.edu

Prices include Continental Breakfast served each day.
Lunch on Own Friday and Saturday.

Cancellation Policy – All registrations must be cancelled and received at KSUCPM
by January 3, 2017 to receive a registration fee refund. A $100 fee will be charged for
registration cancellations. No refunds will be issued after January 3, 2017. No refunds
or certificates will be given to no-shows.

Prices include Continental Breakfast and Luncheon Thursday and Friday,
Continental Breakfast on Saturday, and Full All American Breakfast on Sunday!
* Visit our online registration link for additional lunch ticket and Kosher
meals purchases.

Cancellation Policy – All registration cancellations must be made in writing and
received at KSUCPM by 11/5/2016 to receive a registration fee refund. A $100
fee will be charged for registration cancellations. No refunds will be issued on
or after 11/6/2016. No refunds or certificates will be given to no-shows.
Register Today!
Register On-Line at: http://www.kent.edu/cpm/2017-inaugural-paradise-island-bahamas-cme-program

**22+ CME CREDIT HOURS!**

**Atlantis Paradise Island Resort**
**B A H A M A S**
**February 3-5, 2017**

Register Today!
Register Online at:
http://www.kent.edu/cpm/2017-inaugural-paradise-island-bahamas-cme-program

Mail Registration Form or return to:
6000 Rockside Woods Blvd.
Independence, OH 44131.
Or Fax to: 216.447.0424

• **BEACHTOWER**

Amazing $189 Room Rate!

**LIMITED AVAILABILITY – BOOK TODAY!**
http://www.AtlantisConference.com/rooms

Register Today!

**27 CME CREDIT HOURS!**

**WALT DISNEY WORLD**
**SWAN HOTEL**
**DECEMBER 15-18, 2016**

Register Today!
Register Online at:
www.kent.edu/cpm/8th-annual-southeast-national-conference-december-2016

Mail Registration Form or return to:
6000 Rockside Woods Blvd.
Independence, OH 44131.
Or Fax to: 216.447.0424

**AMAZING $209 ROOM RATE!**

For Online room reservations -
http://www.swandolphin.com/groupres/KSC16/